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ABSTRACT
The Draw-A Scientist Test (DAST) has been used for many years as a
data collection tool in studies where the image of the scientist is
attempted to be determined. In this test, in which the image of
scientist is attempted to be revealed with drawings, the drawings
are analyzed using a coding ruler or checklist. However, the DAST
has been criticized in terms of some methodological issues and it
has been emphasized that alternative instruments should be
developed. In this context, the Views of Scientist, their Activities,
and Locations (VoSAL), developed as an alternative to the DAST,
are discussed in this study. First, a validity and reliability study
was carried out with the adaptation of the VoSAL into Turkish. At
this stage, data were collected from 625 pre-service teachers. The
analysis results showed that the VoSAL had excellent goodness-
of-fit indices. In the second stage of study, the scientist image of
46 pre-service teachers were evaluated comparatively using the
DAST and VoSAL. The results showed that the data of the DAST
and VoSAL confirmed each other. The results were then discussed
in terms of the scientist image literature.
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Introduction

Among the main objectives of science education are individuals’ having scientific literacy
competencies, encouraging career development in science, and gaining a positive scien-
tist image (Finson et al., 1995). However, stereotypical images are encountered in many
scientist image studies (Bozzato et al., 2021; Ferguson & Lezotte, 2020; Miller et al., 2018)
which began with the studies of Mead and Metraux (1957) and continue today. However,
some changes have been encountered in the scientist image studies carried out with pre-
service teachers, especially in the last 10 years. According to this, it was reported that
there has been a decrease in the images of pre-service teachers about the scientist,
which indicates the mythic scientist and technology indicators, and there have also
been some changes in the hair and age of the scientist (McCarthy, 2015; Milford &
Tippett, 2013; Subramaniam et al., 2013). In addition, it was emphasised that the
image of the scientist is related to the cultural context (McCann & Marek, 2016). In
this context, it is recommended to investigate the scientist image of pre-service teachers,
examine the reasons that lead to image changes, and to adopt new approaches based on
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the findings (McCarthy, 2015). The Draw-A-Scientist Test (DAST) developed by
Chambers (1983) has been used for a long time in studies determining the image of
the scientist because of its convenience in terms of not containing written instructions
and being used with other methodologies (Avraamidou, 2013). However, some studies
have reported that the DAST has some methodological issues (Chang et al., 2020; Rein-
isch et al., 2017). The literature recommends the development of different measurement
tools as alternatives to the DAST to overcome these issues (Edgerly et al., 2021; Lammin-
pää et al., 2020; Reinisch et al., 2017). The Views of Scientists, their Activities, and
Locations (VoSAL), which is Likert-type, presented by Reinisch and Krell (2023), as
an alternative to the DAST in studies determining the scientist image, is the only
known alternative for now. Therefore, in the present study, the findings of the VoSAL
on a Turkish sample were presented, and then the data obtained from the DAST and
VoSAL were compared.

Theoretical background

Image of the scientist

It is important to determine the image of the scientist in revealing scientific awareness,
because the image of scientist in individuals affects the perspective towards science and
scientists (DeWitt et al., 2014). Negative attitudes or wrong thoughts towards scientists
distance individuals from scientists and science (Christidou et al., 2016). However,
there are many factors that affect the image of the scientist. Media, family, peer learning,
cultural background, textbooks, and teachers are very important in shaping the image of
scientist (Avraamidou, 2013; Bianchini et al., 2000; Farland-Smith, 2009; Tan et al.,
2017). Determining the image of the scientist can provide information about the
impact of all of these factors. In addition, by detecting the image of the scientist, opinions
about the nature of science can be revealed (Sharma & Honan, 2020). Thus, it is possible
to have information about the social and cultural dimensions of science, the fact that
scientific knowledge is a product of human effort, and the understanding of scientific
methods (Christidou et al., 2021). Through this information obtained, strategies can
be developed that will expand the image of scientists as individuals, support the develop-
ment of scientific literacy, and thus contribute to the nature of science (Lamminpää et al.,
2020). Science education researchers, curriculum developers and teachers have a great
role in the development of these strategies. However, according to Rosenthal (1993),
the way educators teach is influenced by stereotypical images of scientists. This situation
shows that, it is necessary to investigate the scientist image of pre-service teachers.
Because pre-service teachers will transfer their understanding of the nature of science
and their attitudes towards science and scientists to their classes (Sharma & Honan,
2020). Accurate and comprehensive measurement tools are needed for research to be
conducted in this context.

The DAST and methodological issues

The DAST, developed by Chambers (1983), is widely used as a data collection tool in
studies in which the image of the scientist is attempted to be determined. The DAST,
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which has a very long career, has been used in various parts of the world and the results
obtained have confirmed each other many times. Accordingly, it has been observed that
individuals mostly have the image of a male scientist with a coat, glasses, working in the
laboratory, and messy hair (Alkış Küçükaydın, 2018; Esen et al., 2022; Meyer et al., 2019;
Miller et al., 2018; Sharma & Honan, 2020). These results have been confirmed by other
studies conducted on different age groups (Bozzato et al., 2021; Emvalotis & Koutsianou,
2018; Ferguson & Lezotte, 2020). Different instruments have been utilised to formulate
an image of scientist based upon these findings. However, these instruments have
been criticised because of their limitations (Table 1). These criticisms were addressed
by the authors of this study in three categories: a) criticisms addressing the limitations
of drawing skills, b) criticisms addressing the limitations of analysis and reporting,
and c) the effect of prompting on drawings. The most commonly reported limitation
of the use of DAST in the relevant literature concerns drawing skills. Sumrall (1995)
stated that drawing on white paper and using a limited number of colours poses an
obstacle to drawing skills. According to Rennie and Jarvis (1995), it is not possible to rep-
resent abstract ideas merely by drawing. In addition, Ferguson and Lezotte (2020) stated
that the modern scientist image cannot be captured with simple drawing techniques,
Christidou et al. (2021) argued that drawings would not be sufficient to reveal stereoty-
pical images, andWalls (2022) concluded that drawings did not provide a rich view of the
colours and races of scientists. Researchers reporting problems in the analysis and
interpretation of DAST, on the other hand, stated that it is necessary to request additional
information about the drawing from the person who drew it; thus, content analysis alone
is not sufficient (Ball & Smith, 1992; Reinisch et al., 2017). In addition, researchers
reported that if drawings have different meanings, the findings may be reported differ-
ently due to researcher bias (Thomas et al., 2006), and even if there are multiple drawings
of scientists, only the first perceptions are captured by DAST (Farland-Smith, 2009).

Table 1. Instruments Used to Determine the Image of the Scientist and the Limitations of these
Instruments.
Instrument Limitations

DAST (Chambers, 1983) . limitations of drawing skills (Christidou et al., 2021; Ferguson & Lezotte,
2020; Rennie & Jarvis, 1995; Sumrall, 1995; Walls, 2022),

. limitations of analysis and reporting (Ball & Smith, 1992; Farland-Smith,
2009; Reinisch et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2006),

. the effect of prompting on drawings (Lamminpää et al., 2020; Laubach
et al., 2012; Losh et al., 2008; Rapp & Kurby, 2008)

DAST-C Finson et al. (1995) and mDAST
(Farland-Smith, 2012)

. rubric feature depending on the interpretation of the drawings (Edgerly
et al., 2021; Lamminpää et al., 2020)

Interview (Mead & Metraux, 1957) . difficulty in identifying student ideas (Chang et al., 2020)
. analysis and interpretation difficulties (Christidou et al., 2021; Ferguson &

Lezotte, 2020; Reinisch et al., 2017)

Word association tests (Ateş et al., 2021) . very limited information (Alkış Küçükaydın, 2018),
. difficulty in application, especially in younger age groups (Esen et al.,

2022)

Metaphors (Dikmenli et al., 2012) . difficulty in application, especially in younger age groups (Esen et al.,
2022)
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Researchers who thought that asking for extra information about DAST drawings from
the participants was necessary also thought that the ideas were not fully reflected in the
drawings and that an individual’s drawing of a scientist implied the idea that there is
actually a typical scientist for that individual (Lamminpää et al., 2020; Losh et al.,
2008). According to Rapp and Kurby (2008), if there is a structure with more than
one meaning in such drawings, the meaning cannot be revealed with DAST.

After these criticisms of the DAST, some researchers who prefer to draw the image
of scientist have developed different interpretations for the use of the DAST. For
example, Türkmen (2015) with Sharma and Honan (2020) asked their participants
to add explanatory sentences while they were drawing. Laubach et al. (2012)
suggested the use of interviews in addition to drawings. At the same time, Finson
et al. (1995) developed the DAST-Checklist (DAST-C), and the modified DAST
(mDAST) was developed by Farland-Smith (2012). Thus, it was reported that the
drawings obtained from the DAST could be evaluated more easily. However, these
developed tools have a rubric feature depending on the interpretation of the draw-
ings. Accordingly, it was discussed whether the image of the scientist can be evaluated
with closed-ended questions and test scoring (Edgerly et al., 2021; Lamminpää et al.,
2020). These discussions paved the way for the development of a new Likert-type
measurement tool.

The VoSAL

In the studies of the scientist image, different instruments were also included in
addition to the DAST. In this context, interviews (Mead & Metraux, 1957), word
association tests (Ateş et al., 2021), and metaphors (Dikmenli et al., 2012) were
used. In addition, the proposal to quantitatively evaluate the views on the nature of
science and the image of the scientist with Likert-type scales continued to be empha-
sised in a dominant way (Edgerly et al., 2021). The VoSAL is an instrument developed
for this purpose. The VoSAL is a 5-point Likert-type instrument that encompasses the
stereotypical appearance, locations, and scientific activity dimensions of scientists. The
first use of the instrument was made with pre-service biology teachers, and it was
found that the image of the scientist differed according to the grade level of the
pre-service teachers (for more details, see Reinisch & Krell, 2023). However, these
results obtained from the VoSAL, in which the image of the scientist was attempted
to be determined for the first time using the self-report scale, have not yet been
confirmed by different studies. Developed based on the RIASEC model (Wentorf
et al., 2015), the VoSAL has a structure that can be used directly on pre-service tea-
chers. For this reason, it was presented as an alternative to the DAST in studies to be
carried out with pre-service teachers from different cultures and the results to be
obtained were discussed in this context.

Theoretical underpinnings guiding DAST and VoSAL

In DAST, developed by Chambers (1983), participants are expected to reflect the image
of a scientist in their minds onto a blank sheet of paper. This provides some advantages
for younger age groups or disadvantaged groups with weak writing skills (Losh et al.,
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2008). Chambers (1983) reported that seven indicators (lab coat, eyeglasses, facial hair,
symbols of research, symbols of knowledge, technology, and relevant captions) can be
used in the analysis of these drawings. However, analyses of DAST plots are based on
interpretative perspectives. This has necessitated more arguments to explain the draw-
ings (Reinisch et al., 2017). In response, Farland-Smith (2012) encouraged scientists to
develop different ideas about appearances, the locations where they work, and the activi-
ties they do. Wentorf et al. (2015), on the other hand, criticised DAST evaluations, stating
that these approaches lead to stigmatising and prejudiced views about scientists. On the
heels of that criticism, they developed the Nature of Scientists Questionnaire, based on
Holland’s (1963) RIASEC model. According to this model, there are typical features (rea-
listic, investigative, artistic, social, enterprising, and conventional) that scientists may
have. VoSAL makes reference to these typical features (Reinisch & Krell, 2023) and
may be used to evaluate preservice teachers’ concepts related to activities of scientists.
Although the theoretical foundations that guide VoSAL and DAST are different, both
instruments are aimed at determining images of scientists.

Purpose of the study

Although many studies have been carried out to determine the image of the scientist, the
DAST has become quite established in image determination studies. However, it has been
repeated many times in the literature that the DAST and drawing tools in general (Lam-
minpää et al., 2020) have some analysis and interpretation difficulties (Christidou et al.,
2021; Ferguson & Lezotte, 2020; Reinisch et al., 2017). Accordingly, Chang et al. (2020)
stated four reasons for using drawing as a measurement tool: a) its use as an alternative
method due to the lack of development of writing skills, especially in younger age groups,
b) revealing structures of thought that cannot be revealed by other methods, c) determin-
ing the characteristics of science subjects, and d) using it as a formative assessment tool to
identify student ideas. However, these four reasons may not always be fulfilled in deter-
mining the image of the scientist. At this point, the VoSAL, developed by Reinisch and
Krell (2023), draws attention. However, the VoSAL has a self-reporting structure. There-
fore, its compatibility with the data obtained from the drawing tests has not been inves-
tigated yet. In addition, the VoSAL can be used as an alternative to the DAST, as it does
not require drawing skills. There is a need to create a foresight for future research by con-
sidering the strengths and limitations of the VoSAL. In this context, a direct comparison
of the VoSAL and DAST was made, thus it was discussed whether they can be used as
alternatives to each other. Accordingly, the validity and reliability of the VoSAL was
first tested on a Turkish sample. Researchers in Turkey have been working on images
of scientists for a long time (Alkış Küçükaydın, 2018; Esen et al., 2022). The most
basic tool used in these studies is DAST. However, all of the aforementioned limitations
regarding the use of DAST also apply to Turkish studies. Therefore, a standardised
measurement tool is needed as an alternative to DAST. Results from studies conducted
with a valid and reliable measurement tool can provide valuable information for teachers,
researchers, and policymakers. This understanding can be a guide for policymakers in
particular in determining career choices related to science and identifying the effects
of images of scientists on these choices. This is considered valuable in terms of adopting
new approaches to the development of career perceptions related to science. There were
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two main aims to this research: firstly, to adapt VoSAL to Turkish and to conduct validity
and reliability studies; and secondly, to compare the findings between VoSAL and DAST
findings.

Study 1: adaptation of the VoSAL

Participants

The participants in this study consisted of undergraduate students studying at the faculty of
education of a large university located in the central Anatolian Region of Turkey. The stu-
dents were between the ages of 18–30 years (M = 21, SD = 1.61). A total of 625 undergradu-
ate students from six different programmes (primary school teaching, preschool teaching,
guidance and psychological counselling, Turkish teaching, primary school mathematics
teaching, and science teaching) participated in the study. The students are receiving edu-
cation at the university where the authors of this study work. Therefore, the convenience
sampling technique was used in sample selection. In this context, the relevant instruments
were administered to the students face-to-face on a voluntary basis during free lesson
hours. Of the students, 476 were female and 149 were male. Moreover, 160 were studying
in the 1st year, 179 in the 2nd year, 116 in the 3rd year, and 170 in the 4th year. The demo-
graphic characteristics of the students are presented in Table 2.

Translation procedures

In the study, first, permission was requested from the authors by e-mail for the adap-
tation of the VoSAL into Turkish and permission to use it. The authors shared the
items in the VoSAL and the directions for use. Then, permission was obtained from
the ethics committee of the university to which the researchers were affiliated, for the
use of the instrument with the students of the faculty of education. After receiving per-
mission, some principles were applied for the translation of the instrument (Beaton et al.,
2000). First of all, the items in the VoSAL were reviewed and it was determined that there
were no problems in terms of cultural conformity. Afterward, the language control steps
were followed for the translation of the instrument items into Turkish, the back trans-
lation process, and the final version. The translation of the instrument items was done
by the authors of this study. It was checked by an expert with a doctorate in the field
of Turkish teaching to determine whether there were any errors in the translation

Table 2. Demographic Information of the Participants.
Department

Total

Guidance and
Psychological
Counseling

Turkish
Teaching

Primary
School
Teaching

Elementary
Mathematics
Teaching

Pre-School
Teaching

Science
Teaching

Gender Female 102 110 78 113 54 19 476
Male 28 36 20 40 9 16 149

Total 130 146 98 153 63 35 625
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Total

Gender Female 128 146 80 122 476

Male 32 33 36 48 149
Total 160 179 116 170 625
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process. After the completion of the translation into Turkish, back-translation to the
original language was carried out by a faculty member working in the translation and
interpretation department. It was observed that there was no difference between the orig-
inal items of the instrument and the translated items. After the instrument took its final
form, a Turkish language expert checked the translation in terms of its intelligibility and
suitability to the Turkish language structure, and the instrument was applied to 10 under-
graduate students as a pilot study. The students in the pilot study were not involved in the
actual practice. At the end of this process, the form in which the Turkish items of the
VoSAL and the demographic characteristics of the participants were asked was converted
into an online questionnaire and shared with undergraduate students.

Statistical analyzes used in the adaptation

After VoSAL was adapted to Turkish, the statistical analysis commenced. Construct val-
idity was tested by looking at convergent validity and discriminant validity. Convergent
validity assesses how well a construct is represented by its components. The average var-
iance extracted (AVE) value and composite reliability (CR) value were taken into account
in evaluating the composite validity (Hu & Bentler, 1999). In the evaluation of discrimi-
nant validity, the value for the criterion of maximum shared variance less than AVE was
taken into account. All analyses were based on a p < .05 significance value.

Measures

Demographic questionnaire

In order to reach the demographic information of the participants in the study, they were
asked about their age, gender, programme, and grade level.

VoSAL

The VoSAL is a 5-point Likert type (1 = not true… , 5 = totally true) instrument devel-
oped by Reinisch and Krell (2023). The instrument, which has a total of 29 items, con-
tains items related to the stereotypical appearance (five items), inquiry location (four
items), and scientific activity (20 items) of scientists. In this context, the instrument con-
sists of three subscales. Therefore, each of the scales that make up the instrument is eval-
uated separately. The application time of the instrument varies between 5 and 10 min.
Reinisch and Krell reported a Cronbach’s alpha value of .70 for the stereotypical appear-
ance and inquiry scales. The scientific activity scale, on the other hand, consists of sub-
dimensions (realistic, investigative, artistic, teaching, conventional, and social), and the
Cronbach’s alpha values of these sub-dimensions range from .63 to .73. The values
obtained within the scope of this study are presented in Table 3.

Data analysis

Within the scope of the study, first, the data set was reviewed in terms of extreme
values. In order to determine the extreme values, Z-scores were evaluated and it was
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determined that the Z-scores of three participants were outside of the ±3 range. For this
reason, the data of the three participants in question were removed from the data set.
After removing the extreme values from the data set, normality tests were performed. In
this context, the skewness and kurtosis coefficients were reviewed and it was seen that
the values obtained (– .832 and .438 for appearance; – .293 and .606 for location, .524
and .592 for activity) were the limits of ±1. On the other hand, Büyüköztürk et al.
(2011), the fact that the skewness and kurtosis coefficients were within the limit
values of ±1 indicated that the data did not show a significant deviation from the
normal distribution. After determining that the data were normally distributed,
validity and reliability analyses were started.

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to check the validity and reliability of the
instrument on the Turkish sample. The maximum likelihood method was used for the
CFA and the following values were adopted for the fit index: χ2/sd < 3; RMSEA, S-
RMR < .08; GFI, AGFI, NFI, CFI > .90 (Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999;
Kelloway, 2015; Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003). Convergence and reliability analyses
(Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability) of each scale constituting the instrument
were performed separately. SPSS 26.0 and AMOS 26.0 software were used for the data
analysis.

Results

The CFA was applied in the validation study of the instrument on the Turkish sample. At
this stage, analyses were repeated for each scale that made up the instrument. The first
scale of the instrument concerns the appearance of the scientist. Excellent-fit-values
were obtained without any modification in the CFA applied for the scale [χ2 (5, N =
625) = 1.243, RMSEA = .061, S-RMR = .031, GFI = .989, AGFI = .968, NFI = .985, CFI
= .989]. The data for the single factor structure of the first scale are presented in Table 3.

According to the findings in Table 2, the scientist’s appearance scale had a single factor
structure and the factor loads of the items that make up the scale varied between .627 and
.917. The construct validity of the measurement tool was tested with convergent validity,
and its reliability was tested with Cronbach’s alpha and CR coefficients. For convergent
validity, AVE value greater than .50 was used (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). It was seen that
the obtained value (.68) met this criterion. In the reliability analysis of the scale, it was
seen that the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was .68 and the CR value was .96. Based on

Table 3. Values for the Appearance and Location Scale.
Item Factor Loading Cronbach’s Alpha AVE CR

Appearance
Item 1 .852 .68 .68 .96
Item 2 .817
Item3 .627
Item 4 .897
Item 5 .917
Location
Item 1 .841 .90 .77 .97
Item 2 .940
Item3 .902
Item 4 .837
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the values obtained, it is possible to say that the scientist’s appearance scale is valid and
reliable for the Turkish sample (Gefen et al., 2000).

TheCFAwasperformed again for the second scale to determine theperceptions about the
location where the scientist works: χ2 (1, N = 625) = .619, RMSEA = .000, S-RMR = .003,
GFI = .998, AGFI = .995, NFI = .998, CFI = .998. The validity and reliability values of the
second scale were calculated and the obtained values are presented in Table 3.

According to Table 3, the AVE value (.77) calculated for the convergent validity of the
location scale was greater than .50, and the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (.90) and CR
value (.97) calculated for the reliability were quite high. This shows that the scale
meets the criteria determined in terms of both convergent validity and reliability
(Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Gefen et al., 2000; Hair et al., 1998).

The final scale of the VoSAL instrument relates to the activity of scientists. The activity
scale consists of inquiry, realistic, social, conventional, artistic, and teaching dimensions.
In the first trial, the 1st (the factor load = .410) and 2nd (the factor load = .480) items in
the scale were excluded from the measurement model because their factor loads were
below .50. Then, the analysis was repeated. Excellent fit values were obtained for the third
scale, where no modifications were made [χ2 (119, N = 625) = .684, RMSEA = .060, S-
RMR = .058, GFI = .909, AGFI = .906, NFI = .985, CFI = .909]. The last scale of the instru-
ment has a six-factor structure and the values of the scale are presented in Table 4.

According to Table 4, the AVE value calculated for the convergent validity of the
activity scale varied between .50 and .52 for the sub-dimensions. According to Fornell
and Larcker’s (1981) criteria, a factor load greater than .50 reports that convergent val-
idity was achieved. However, the Cronbach’s alpha value of each dimension that makes
up the scale varied between .70 and .86. The CR value of the scale was .77 for the inquiry
dimension, .76 for the realistic dimension, .89 for the social dimension, .84 for the con-
ventional dimension, .84 for the artistic dimension, and .91 for the teaching dimension.

Table 4. Values for the Activity Scale.
Item Factor Loading Cronbach’s Alpha AVE CR

Inquiry .86 .53 .77
Item 3 .700
Item 15 .728
Item 19 .762
Realistic
Item 9 .759 .70 .52 .76
Item 12 .641
Item 17 .760
Social
Item 4 .601 .86 .50 .89
Item 11 .602
Item 14 .655
Item 16 .681
Item 20 .642
Conventional
Item 7 .808 .70 .52 .84
Item 10 .624
Artistic
Item 5 .763 .79 .51 .84
Item 8 .688
Item 13 .696
Teaching
Item 6 .754 .73 .52 .91
Item 18 .700
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Therefore, it is possible to say that the internal consistency of the scale is high (Hair et al.,
1998). The discriminant validity was also tested for the last scale consisting of six dimen-
sions. The values obtained in this context are presented in Table 5.

Table 5 presents the relationship between the sub-dimensions that make up the
activity scale and the square root of the AVE value. Accordingly, the square roots of
the AVE values shown in bold in the Table 5 are greater than the other values in the
same column and row. This shows that the scale has discriminant validity (Fornell &
Larcker, 1981).

Discussions

In the first part of the study, the validity and reliability study of the VoSAL instru-
ment developed by Reinisch and Krell (2023) was carried out by adapting it to
Turkish culture. As in the original, it was observed that the VoSAL included three
subscales in the Turkish sample. Excellent-fit-values were obtained in the CFA for
the appearance scale. The obtained values revealed that the scientist’s appearance
scale was suitable for the Turkish sample (Gefen et al., 2000). As a result of the
modification made between the 1st and 3rd items in the location scale, perfect fit
values were achieved. Convergent validity and reliability analyses showed that the
scale had a high level of adaptation to the Turkish sample (Fornell & Larcker,
1981; Hair et al., 1998). The activity scale consisted of six sub-dimensions in total:
inquiry, realistic, social, conventional, artistic, and teaching. As a result of the first
analysis, the factor loadings of the 1st and 2nd items were low, so they were excluded
from the scale. This situation reduced the number of items in the conventional and
teaching sub-dimensions of the scale. In multidimensional scales, the low number
of items in the sub-dimensions may cause low reliability (Şencan, 2005). However,
in the current study, both the Cronbach’s alpha and CR values showed that the
scale is reliable. It was determined that discriminant validity was provided for each
of the scales (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Therefore, the obtained values showed that
the scale was compatible with the Turkish sample.

These values obtained on the Turkish sample can only be compared with the VoSAL
because the literature on the determination of the scientist image with Likert-type self-
report scales has not yet been formed. Based on this, it is possible to say that the
Turkish VoSAL, which was adapted, is compatible with its original structure. Adaptation
studies of VoSAL in different cultures are needed for deeper comparison studies. In
addition, VoSAL does seem more satisfactory than other instruments utilised in the
image of the scientist identification studies when it comes to validity. For example,
Liang et al. (2008) developed a Likert-type ‘Students’ Understanding of Science and

Table 5. Discriminant Validity of the Activity Scale.
1 2 3 4 5 6

Inquiry (1) .728
Realistic (2) .702 .721
Social (3) .644 .649 .707
Conventional (4) .431 .602 .560 .722
Artistic (5) .706 .700 .706 .516 .714
Teaching (6) .617 .686 .703 .604 .640 .722
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Scientific Inquiry’ instrument, which deals with the elements of the nature of science, but
does not examine the image of the scientist separately. Similarly, Sjøberg and Schreiner
(2019) used DAST in the relevance of science education projects by adding it to survey
items outside the drawing instrument. However, in these applications, the analysis of the
image of the scientist has not been dealt with separately. This shows that VoSAL is cur-
rently an adequate instrument that can be used in the image of scientist studies.

Study 2: comparison of the DAST and VoSAL

Participants

This part of the study, it was aimed to compare the data obtained from the VoSAL and
DAST validated on the Turkish sample. The participants of the study consisted of under-
graduate students studying at the faculty of education of a large university located in the
central Anatolian Region of Turkey and who were not included in the first study. There-
fore, the participants in Study-2 are not a subset of the 625 participants in Study-1. The
students are between the ages of 18 and 23 years (M = 20, SD = 1.05). A total of 46
undergraduate students from five different programmes (primary school teaching, pre-
school teaching, science teaching, Turkish teaching, and primary school mathematics
teaching) participated in the study. Of the students, 36 were female and 10 were male.

Procedures

In this part of the study, the participants were instructed to draw a scientist by distribut-
ing blank A4 paper and coloured pencils. The participants were asked to write their age,
gender, and programme on the back of the same paper. The VoSAL, whose validity and
reliability were tested on the Turkish sample, was applied to the participants who finished
the drawing. The participants were given a total of 40 min to draw and respond to the
VoSAL instrument. In order to protect the anonymity of the participants, they were
asked to write their own nicknames or ID number on the DAST and VoSAL forms.

Data analysis

Within the scope of the study, the data of the DAST and VoSAL were analyzed separately.
In this context, first, the DAST data were evaluated. The mDAST, developed by Farland-
Smith (2012), was used in the evaluation of the DAST. There were different approaches
used in the literature to evaluate the DAST data (Christidou et al., 2012; Finson et al.,
1995; Meyer et al., 2019). However, the mDAST was preferred so the data obtained
from the DAST and VoSAL could be analyzed more easily under categories (appearance,
location, and activity). In the mDAST, drawings are evaluated separately in the categories
of appearance, location, and activity. One point given to the drawings made under these
categories means ‘sensationalized’, 2 points ‘traditional’, 3 points ‘broader than tra-
ditional’, and 0 points ‘can’t be categorized’. The higher the values obtained by scoring
the plots, the less stereotypical the representations are. The drawings made by the partici-
pants were evaluated independently by the authors of this study. Therefore, after the 46
drawings were coded according to the mDAST, reliability was checked for both the
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Cohen kappa (ĸ) and Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient (α) values. The ‘SPSS syntax
(mkappasc.sps)’ file was used to calculate the ĸ statistic, and the ‘SPSS syntax (kal-
pha.sps)’ file was used for α. Accordingly, for appearance ĸ = 0.83; α = 0.80, for location
ĸ = 0.82; α = 0.81, and for activity ĸ = 0.81; α = 0.83 values showed high coder agreement
(Krippendorff, 1995; McHugh, 2012).

In the evaluation of the answers to the questions in the VoSAL, the intervals were
assumed to be equal and the score interval for the arithmetic averages was calculated
as .80 [Score Interval = (Highest Value – Lowest Value)/5 = (5–4)/5 = 4/5 = 0.80].
According to this calculation, 1.00–1.80 = not false, 1.81–2.60 = false, 2.61–3.40 =
neither false nor true, 3.41–4.20 = true, and 4.21–5.00 = totally true. Microsoft Excel
was used to analyze the data collected through VoSAL..

Results

Findings related to appearance

When the mDAST indicators were examined, it was seen that 57% of the participants had
the image of a ‘traditional’ scientist and 39% had the image of a ‘broader than traditional’
scientist. Moreover, 4% of the drawings of the participants ‘cannot be categorized’.
However, no drawing that could be coded as ‘sensationalized’ was found under this cat-
egory. The average score from the mDAST was 2.30 (SD = .69), which indicated a tra-
ditional image of the scientist. An example drawing made under this category is
presented in Figure 1a. An example drawing on the appearance of the scientist from a
‘broader than traditional’ perspective is presented in Figure 1b, and an example of a
‘cannot be categorized’ drawing is presented in Figure 1c.

It was seen that the mean score of the VoSAL in the category of the scientist’s appear-
ance was 3.56 (SD = .62). For the scale scored in a 5-point Likert type, this value was close
to the expression ‘true’. The VoSAL scale asks for the age of scientists in general and the
clothes they prefer to wear at work. Therefore, the participants generally imagine the
scientist as above a certain age (older than 50 years) and think that they wear protective
clothing at work. Under this category, it was seen that the responses obtained from both
the mDAST and the appearance scale of the VoSAL confirmed each other and both rep-
resented the traditional understanding.

Findings related to location

The drawings made by the participants continued to be examined in terms of the mDAST
indicators, and the drawings pointing to the place where the scientist worked were eval-
uated. As a result of the related evaluation, it was seen that 67% of the participants made
drawings reflecting the ‘traditional’ images and 9% reflected ‘broader than traditional’
images. No drawing that could be coded as ‘sensationalized’ was found. However, 24%
of the drawings ‘cannot be categorized’ because in 24% of the drawings, an image point-
ing to the place where the scientist was working was not encountered. In their drawings,
the participants focused more on the appearance of the scientist and his/her work but did
not make detailed drawings about the place where he/she worked. The average score
obtained from the mDAST in the location category was 1.60 (SD = .95). This value
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indicated ‘traditional’ drawings at an average level. An example drawing reflecting this
category is presented in Figure 2a. An example of a ‘broader than traditional’ drawing
regarding the location of the scientist is presented in Figure 2b, and a drawing
example of ‘cannot be categorized’ is presented in Figure 2c.

Regarding the location where the scientist works, the average score obtained from the
location scale of the VoSAL instrument was 3.73 (SD = .72). For the scale scored in a 5-
point Likert type, this value was close to the expression ‘true’. That is, according to the
participants, scientists are located in work areas that can be classified as traditional
(for example, the laboratory). This showed that participants in the location scale of
both the mDAST and VoSAL had similar results regarding the scientist’s workplace.

Findings related to activity

When the drawings of the participants about the scientist’s activity were examined in
terms of the mDAST indicators, it was seen that 72% of the participants had a ‘tra-
ditional’ image, 11% had a ‘broader than traditional’ image, and 4% had a ‘sensatio-
nalized’ image of a scientist. According to the drawings obtained, 13% ‘cannot be
categorized’. Under this category, the participants generally drew activity drawings

Figure 1. (a) Example of a traditional drawing of the appearance of the scientist. (b) Example of a
broader than traditional drawing of the appearance of the scientist. (c) Example of a cannot be cate-
gorized drawing of the appearance of the scientist.
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representing experiments, experimental animals, or a laboratory environment (Figure
3a). The average score obtained from the mDAST in the activity category was 1.80
(SD = .80). This value indicated ‘traditional’ drawings at an average level. When it
comes to the scientist’s activity, an example drawing of the ‘broader than traditional’
category is provided in Figure 3b, an example of ‘cannot be categorized’ is presented
in Figure 3c., and an example of ‘sensationalized” is presented in Figure 3d.

Regarding the scientist’s activity, the average score obtained from the activity scale
of the VoSAL instrument was 3.95 (SD = .69). The score equivalent of this value at
the item level is the expression ‘true’. This showed that the participants generally
think of scientists in a structure that is characterised as traditional (unrealistic discov-
eries or constantly working on experimental animals). These findings obtained from
both the mDAST and VoSAL scale supported each other. The responses of the par-
ticipants to each category of the mDAST and subscales of the VOSAL are presented
in Appendix in detail. Accordingly, the average values obtained from the instruments
were close to each other.

Discussion

In this study, the data of the DAST and VoSAL were evaluated in the categories of appear-
ance, location, and activity, and the drawings of the DAST were analyzed using the mDAST
(Farland-Smith, 2012). The data obtained from both themDAST and VoSAL regarding the
appearance of scientists showed that pre-service teachers had a ‘traditional’ image of scien-
tists. Although it has been observed that the traditional image of scientists has gradually

Figure 2. (a) Example of a traditional drawing about the location where the scientist works. (b)
Example of a broader than traditional drawing about the location where the scientist works. (c)
Example of a cannot be categorized drawing about the location where the scientist works
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changed in recent studies (McCarthy, 2015; Miller et al., 2018), it is understood that most
stereotypical features remain the same (Bozzato et al., 2021; Esen et al., 2022; Lamminpää
et al., 2020; Reinisch et al., 2017). This situation persisted in the present study as well.
However, the sensationalised image structure of Mead and Metraux (1957), which made
dangerous experiments and was described as crazy, was not included in the drawings.
The VoSAL, on the other hand, does not contain an item that will reveal this image. In
addition, there is no item in the VoSAL that questions the gender of scientists.
However, the content that is traditionally categorised in the mDAST takes into account
whether scientists are male or female. This shows that if the VoSAL alone is used, only
the age and clothing of the scientists can be obtained under this category. However, the
expression ‘scientist’ used in both the DAST and VoSAL can be directive (Christidou
et al., 2012). This orientation may have had an effect on the drawings. Bernard and
Dudek (2017) developed the Indirect Draw-a-Scientist Test (InDAST) in order to free
the participants from this orientation and reported that it disproved the theories about
the gender of the scientist. Therefore, it is possible that orientation was dominant in the
drawings obtained from the mDAST regarding the appearance of the scientist. However,
it is not possible to say that the questions covered by the VoSAL were sufficient. In this
context, the results to be obtained in comparisons to be made with the rubrics that offer
different interpretations of the VoSAL and DAST may be different.

When the mDAST and VoSAL data were examined, it was seen that the findings
regarding the location where the scientist worked pointed to the traditional image struc-
ture. This conclusion was also reached in previous studies (Medina-Jerez et al., 2011;
Subramaniam et al., 2013). In addition, in the study of Gheith and Aljaberi (2019),
pre-service teachers mostly depicted scientists in closed environments. Similarly, in the
study of Christidou et al. (2021), teachers imagined scientists in the laboratory. There-
fore, it is possible to say that the traditional image structure of the location where the
scientist works still remains the same. There was no drawing that could be described
as sensationalised in the category of the place where the scientist worked, but 24% of
the drawings could not be categorised. This is a common methodological issue with
the DAST (Avraamidou, 2013; Lamminpää et al., 2020; Losh et al., 2008). Ateş et al.
(2021) reported that abilities come to the forefront in the DAST drawings and this
affects the analysis. Therefore, the inability to associate the drawings with a certain cat-
egory in this study was a serious limitation for the DAST. When the responses to the
VoSAL were analyzed, another limitation was encountered because there are four
items under this category in the VoSAL. However, in the study of Lamminpää et al.
(2020), different drawings of scientists in the classroom began to be observed. Reinisch
and Krell (2023) stated that they added additional items for the location scale to the
related instrument during the development phase of the VoSAL, but they deleted the
items due to the low factor load in the first analysis. Therefore, if these and similar
items (for example, outdoor locations) are added, the answers by the participants may
vary. However, it is also clear that the current structure of the VoSAL offers an insight
into drawings that cannot be categorised with the mDAST. However, if the VoSAL
and DAST are applied together, ideas that are not included in the VoSAL can be revealed
with the DAST. This situation indicates that the VoSAL and DAST should not be used as
alternative measurement tools instead of each other, but rather it would be healthier to
consider them in a complementary structure.
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It was seen that the findings of the instruments regarding the activity category sup-
ported each other and that the pre-service teachers had a traditional image structure
of the activities of scientists. Therefore, the data obtained from the mDAST and
VoSAL confirmed each other for the activity category. However, both instruments had
limitations at this stage. First, ideas remain within certain limits according to the
VoSAL because the VoSAL instrument is the scientist’s activity that divides it into
sub-dimensions as inquiry, realistic, social, conventional, artistic, and teaching.
However, there may be ideas that do not belong to these dimensions. For example,
Bozzato et al. (2021) conducted a study on Italian schoolchildren and evaluated their
drawings with the mDAST and DAST-C, and reported that the image structures
related to the activity of the scientist differed (studying, working on the computer, con-
ducting an experiment, etc.). This showed that some image structures are not included in
the VoSAL. However, 13% of the drawings could not be categorised in the activity cat-
egory of the mDAST. This may have been related to the DAST’s own directive, as well
as the fact that details are not always included in the drawings because in the DAST’s
directive, participants are instructed to draw a scientist. In this case, the participants
may be inclined to only draw the external appearance of the scientist and may need
additional instruction to draw the internal features, such as the place where they work
or their activities. Lamminpää et al. (2020), in their study using ‘Draw a comic about
how you think science is made’, asked students to create comics and obtained rich
data about the activities of scientists. In these drawings, it was seen that scientists were
depicted as individuals who think, evaluate, experiment, discuss results, and participate
in scientific conferences. Therefore, there are some limitations in determining the image
structures of scientists’ activities in terms of both the mDAST and VoSAL. From this
point of view, the idea of choosing either the DAST or the VoSAL over the other may
not be realistic.

Although the DAST has proven to be a versatile tool for research on scientists and
science concepts, it may be insufficient to determine the perceptions of people with mul-
tiple images of scientists (Lamminpää et al., 2020). In addition, the stereotypical images
in the drawings shed light on only some of the thoughts and perceptions (Christidou
et al., 2021). In this sense, the VoSAL can offer a broader framework for presenting
the image of the scientist. The questions asked about the appearance, location, and
activity of the scientists seem quite clear and explanatory. However, focusing only on
certain dimensions and questions in the VoSAL may lead to the evaluation of students’
images of scientists only in terms of the questions asked. This shows that the DAST and
VoSAL have their own strengths and weaknesses. Although the data obtained from the
study showed that the data obtained from the mDAST confirmed the VoSAL, it is clear
that both instruments have shortcomings. Reinisch et al. (2017) reported that one-third
of pre-service teachers cannot clearly describe their ideas in drawings. This indicates that
additional instruction should be submitted to the drawing. However, the VoSAL, which
has only self-report quality, includes standardised statements. Apart from these
expressions, it does not seem possible to reveal the image structure of individuals. As
briefly stated by Reinisch and Krell (2023), the VoSAL can be used as an alternative
tool to the DAST. However, considering the standardised nature of the VoSAL and
the limitations of the DAST due to methodological issues, it may be possible to obtain
richer data through the combined use of these instruments.
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Limitations and recommendations

In this study, the validity and reliability study of the VoSAL, in which the image of the
scientist is attempted to be determined through self-report, was conducted in a Turkish
sample, and then the data obtained from the VoSAL and DAST were compared.
However, there were some limitations specific to the study in this context. First, the

Figure 3. (a) Example of a traditional drawing of the scientist’s activity. (b) Example of a broader than
traditional drawing of the scientist’s activity. (c) Example of a cannot be categorized drawing of the
scientist’s activity. (d) Example of sensationalized drawing of the scientist’s activity.
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VoSAL (Reinisch & Krell, 2023) and mDAST (Farland-Smith, 2012) scoring were com-
pared in the study. The DAST-C form is also widely used for scoring the DAST (Finson
et al., 1995). In this form, different external appearance features of the scientist, such as
messy hair and glasses, can also be scored. In addition, different drawing tools have
recently been developed that emphasise examining the emotions of scientists (Christidou
et al., 2021). Additionally, in the InDAST (Bernard & Dudek, 2017), drawings are made
without using the expression of a scientist. Using these drawing tools, a wider variety of
scientist image detection tools can be compared in future research. Another limitation of
the study was related to the use of the DAST. In the study, the pre-service teachers were
asked to draw a scientist and the drawings were evaluated according to the intention of
the participants. In the related literature, in addition to drawings, participants are also
asked to write sentences describing their drawings (Emvalotis & Koutsianou, 2018;
Sharma & Honan, 2020; Türkmen, 2015). Therefore, researchers who will conduct
studies on this subject may ask students to write explanatory sentences or use mixed
study designs to be sure of their intentions. Finally, the VoSAL is still a very young instru-
ment, and this was the first time it was compared to the long-established DAST. Based on
the fact that the image of the scientist is influenced by culture (Farland-Smith, 2009; Fer-
guson & Lezotte, 2020; Miller et al., 2018; Narayan et al., 2013), the study can be repeated
in different cultures. Thus, the cultural context of the comparison of the VoSAL and
DAST will also be addressed.

Conclusions

In the current study, the validity and reliability study of the VoSAL in a Turkish sample
was conducted with 625 pre-service teachers from different departments. The findings
showed that the VoSAL consisted of three subscales as in its original structure. Accord-
ingly, the first scale is related to the appearance of the scientist and consists of a single
factor. The second scale is related to the location where the scientist works and this
scale consists of a single factor. The third scale, which is related to the activity of the
scientist, consists of a six-factor structure. In addition, the VoSAL and DAST data
were compared on a different sample in the study. The obtained results showed that
the findings obtained by scoring the VoSAL and DAST confirmed each other.
However, considering the advantages offered separately by the DAST and VoSAL and
the limitations of these instruments, it is predicted that it will be healthier to use the rel-
evant instruments together rather than interchangeably. This study employed DAST and
VoSAL to collect data with the help of pre-service teachers from different branches. The
variety of backgrounds represented in the research shows that VoSAL can be an effective
instrument in determining the image of scientists within different groups. This will cer-
tainly help in pinning down the variables that define the image of the scientist according
to pre-service teachers. In addition, it can be used to form the theoretical framework of
causal studies by taking advantage of Likert-type tools. It can certainly also be used in
modelling studies related to the factors affecting the image of the scientist.
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Appendix 1

Descriptive analysis results of the mDAST and VoSAL.

mDAST (n = 46) VoSAL (n = 46)
Appearance Appearance M SD Min Max

The typical natural scientist…
Cannot be categorized 2 (% 4.37) …wears protective cloth at work. 3.93 .95 1.00 5.00
Sensationalized – … is rather old (older than 50 years). 2.47 1.11 1.00 5.00
Traditional 26 (%

56.52)
…wears everyday clothes at work. * 3.43 1.06 1.00 5.00

Broader than
traditional

18 (%
39.13)

…wears a lab coat at work. 4.08 .78 1.00 5.00

…wears safety glasses at work. 3.86 .93 1.00 5.00
Location Location

The typical natural scientist works…
Cannot be categorized 11 (%

23.91)
… in the lab. 4.06 .85 2.00 5.00

Sensationalized – … in the nature. 3.69 .96 1.00 5.00
Traditional 31 (%

67.39)
… outside. 3.56 1.00 1.00 5.00

Broader than
traditional

4 (% 8.69) … in the open country. 3.63 1.10 1.00 5.00

Activity Activity
The typical natural scientist performs the following activities regularly:

Cannot be categorized 6 (% 13.04) Inquiry
Sensationalized 2 (% 4.37) Analyze and interpret results from experiments. 4.36 .79 2.00 5.00
Traditional 33 (71.73) Recognize relationships in measured data. 4.10 .87 1.00 5.00
Broader than
traditional

5 (%10.86) Develop ideas for new research approaches. 4.26 .80 1.00 5.00

Realistic
Carry out an investigation. 4.26 .74 1.00 5.00
Make a protocol. 3.41 1.08 1.00 5.00
Perform measurements. 4.30 .81 1.00 5.00
Social
Build and manage a team. 4.08 .86 1.00 5.00
Carry out interdisciplinary projects. 3.86 .97 1.00 5.00
Organize and lead projects. 4.00 .89 1.00 5.00
Hold meetings with colleagues from other
departments.

4.10 .76 2.00 5.00

Lead a research group. 4.04 .89 1.00 5.00
Conventional
Plan and manage finances. 3.45 1.04 1.00 5.00
Do administrative tasks. 3.26 1.08 1.00 5.00
Artistic
Work on inventions. 4.17 .85 2.00 5.00
Develop measurement methods. 3.97 .82 2.00 5.00
Construct experimental equipment. 4.17 .79 1.00 5.00
Teaching
Accompany students’ theses. 3.73 .90 2.00 5.00
Supervise students. 3.65 .97 1.00 5.00

Note: items with an asterisk (*) were coded reversely.
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